CONIFEROUS TREE ID CHART

CONIFEROUS TREES

- Needle-like leaves
  - Needles in bundle
    - Needles flat
      - Needles four-sided
        - Needles 0.5 to 1 cm long
          - Needles 2 to 3 cm long
            - Twigs are hairy
              - Twigs are hairless
                - Eastern white cedar
      - Needles single, not bundled
        - Needles flat
          - Needles four-sided
  - Needles in bundles or clusters
    - Two needles per bundle
      - Eastern white pine
    - Five needles per bundle
      - Jack pine
      - Red pine
      - Eastern hemlock
      - Balsam fir
      - Black spruce
      - White spruce
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